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JANUARY 2022 YOJANA MONTHLY SUMMARY 

1.   India as a Space Power 

 Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

GS-3: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in 

everyday life. 

GS-3: Achievements of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology 

and developing new technology.  

GS-3: Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, Nano -technology, bio-

technology and issues relating to intellectual property rights.  

Digital India Mission: This is a Programme for strengthening the digital infrastructure in 

India, as well as to increase the adoption of technologies in the country.  

It was launched by the Government of India in 2015.  

Under this, the government has launched various missions focusing on enhancing digita l 

connectivity (Bharatnet), digital finance infrastructure (like BHIM – UPI) etc.  
 

Humble Beginnings  
 

Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR):  Indian Space 

Programme began with the establishment of INCOSPAR in 1962. It was the result of 

vision of the founder of Indian Space Programme – Dr Vikram Sarabhai.  He was 

instrumental in creating dedicated research centres at various locations in India:  

Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (earlier, Space Science and Technology Centre): It was the 

hub for sounding rockets, solid propellants etc. It is located at Trivandrum.  

Space Applications Centre (earlier, Experimental Satellite Communication Earth Station): 

It is located in Ahmedabad. Here, the focus is on the development of payload and related 

electronics. 

First Sounding Rocket:  The first sounding rocket was launched in 1963 from Thumba 

Equatorial Rocket Launching Station (TERLS).  Sounding Rockets are used to perform 

scientific experiments or measurement of readings in the orbit during launch. They are 

also used to test new components for future projects.  

Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO):  ISRO superseded INCOSPAR in 1969. It 

was followed by the establishment of Space Commission and the Department of Space 

(DoS) in 1972. Later, ISRO became a part of DoS. 

History of Space Transportation  

Satellite Launch Vehicle (SLV-3): India’s tryst with Space Launch Vehicles began in the 

early 1970s. On 18 July 1980, with the launch of SLV-3, India entered an exclusive club 

of only six countries with the rocket launch capability. SLV-3 was an all solid, four-

stage launch vehicle , which could place the satellites in the Low Earth Orbit.  
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Club of Six: The first six countries to launch space projects were  Russia (earlier Soviet 

Union, Sputnik), USA (Juno), European Space Agency (Ariane), Japan (Lambda), 

China (Long March) and India (SLV-3). Though France and UK are now considered a 

part of European Union, when they first launched their space projects, France (Diamant) 

and UK (Black Arrow) were still not a part of European Space Agency. 

      Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle (ASLV):  India initiated the ASLV project in 

the early 1980s. While SLV-3 had a limitation of 40 Kgs on the satellite’s weight, ASLV 

succeeded in placing heavier satellites in their orbit. It could ca rry satellites weighing 150 

Kgs. It was also used to demonstrate new technologies like strap -on boosters. 

Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV):  High on the success of SLV-3 and ASLV, India 

launched the PSLV project in mid-1980s which proved to be the ‘work-horse’ of ISRO, 

recording over 50 successful missions. It established India as the destination of low -cost, 

affordable satellite launch service provider in the arena of space sector. It was  the first 

rocket having liquid stages.  

Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV):  GSLV is the latest rocket being used 

by ISRO. It is fitted with the indigenously developed  cryogenic engine and is capable of 

carrying heavier satellites into their orbit. It is a  three-stage rocket, with four liquid 

strap-ons. 

Evolution of Satellites  

First Experimental Satellites:  India’s first satellite was  launched on 19 April 1975, in 

the form of Aryabhatta. It was launched from a location in Soviet Union. India followed 

the success of Aryabhatta, with the launch of  two earth observation satellites, namely 

Bhaskara-I and Bhaskara-II. They were helpful in gaining experience for the launch of 

remote sensing satellites.  

Communication Satellites:  India stepped into the arena of satellite-based communication, 

with the launch of first experimental communication satellite, in the form of APPLE 

(or Ariane Passenger PayLoad Experiment).  Apple was launched in the geosynchronous 

orbit by European rocket, Ariane. It is to the credit of founding fathers of India’s Space 

Programme that Aryabhatta, Bhaskara series of satellites, as well as APPLE were launched 

free of cost by the respective countries.  

Television Signal Relay: Two projects, namely,  Satellite Instructional Television 

Experiment - SITE (1975-76) and Satellite Telecommunication Experimental Project 

– STEP (1977-79), were instrumental in improving Television Signal Relay technology in 

the Indian Space Sector.  

High Throughput Satellites (HTS):  India has launched HTS satellites like GSAT-11, 

GSAT-19 and GSAT-29 to boost broadband connectivity in the rural areas. This has not 

only boosted connectivity with inaccessible areas like the North -East India, but also given 

a fillip to the Digital India Mission (see inset).  

INSAT Series: INSAT series was launched in the mid-1980s, beginning with INSAT-1B, 

India’s first multi-purpose operational satellite. It found application in the field 
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of telecommunication, television broadcasting and weather-forecasting.  India followed 

it up with INSAT-2 series of multipurpose satellites.  

Remote Sensing Satellites: India also established its expertise in the area of remote -

sensing with the launch of IRS-1A in 1988. Remote Sensing satellites are used to 

take high resolution images of the desired location and find applications in diverse fields 

like agriculture, mineral exploration, forest mapping, groundwater survey etc.  

Navigation with Indian Constellation (NavIC):  India has also built its own version of 

Global Positioning System (GPS), in the form of NavIC. It can  pin-point the location of 

an object with high accuracy for navigational purposes. The project has also been 

approved for integration into mobile phones by 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

(3GPP). 

GPS Aided GEO Augmented Navigation (GAGAN):  Gagan extends NavIC to provide 

satellite based Navigation services for civil aviation purposes and better air traffic 

management over the Indian airspace.  

Future Projects: India has determined to send humans into space by 2024 under 

the Gaganyaan mission.  For this, ISRO has successfully tested  Crew Module 

Atmospheric Re-entry Experiment (CARE), to bring back the astronauts safely back to 

earth. Apart from this, ISRO has planned various missions like  Chandrayaan – 2, Aditya 

L1 Mission, Mission to Venus etc.  

Partnership with the Private Sector:  Space Technology sector is entering into an era of 

high competition, manifested by the entry of big corporates  like SpaceX, especially in 

the area of space tourism and satellite launch. To survive in such cut -throat competition, 

India also needs to strengthen its capacities by aligning closely with the Non-Government 

Private Entities (NGPEs).  

Commercialization of Non-Core services: Indian government has taken an initiative to 

outsource its launch services as well as telecommunication services, so that ISRO is able 

to focus its energy towards faster technology up gradation. Under this, it has established 

New Space India Ltd (NSIL) to manage  the space activities in the country.  

Capacity Building:  Similarly, it is important to develop higher education opportunities in 

the Space Technology Sector to gain advantage of the demographic dividend, India enjoys 

over the next few decades. A start has been made by establishing  Indian Institute of 

Space Science and Technology (IIST) at Thiruvananthapuram in 2007.  

Conclusion 

India has taken impressive strides in Space Technology sector, while maintaining a stellar 

record in cooperation with the global community. It is pertinent to mention here that ISRO 

has achieved this unique feat while maintaining cost-effectiveness of its missions. 

Going forward, it is expected that continuing with the historic tradition, the development 

in Space sector in India will be geared towards  solving the societal problems , plaguing 
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Indian socio-economic scene. This will help the Space Sector garner multilateral support 

from all sections of the country.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions – 

Q.1. What is India’s plan to have its own space station and how will it benefit our space 

programme? (GS 3 – 2019) 

Q.2. India has achieved remarkable successes in unmanned space missions includi ng the 

Chandrayaan and Mars Orbitter Mission, but has not ventured into manned space mission, 

both in terms of technology and logistics? Explain critically. (GS 3 – 2017) 

Q.3. Discuss India’s achievements in the field of Space Science and Technology. How t he 

application of this technology has helped India in its socio -economic development? (GS 3 

– 2017) 

Mains Practice Questions – 

Q. 1. Elaborate the journey of evolution of space transportation in India. Also, discuss the 

importance of indigenization of cryogenic engine in the development of Space 

Technology. 

2.   Indian Armed Forces 

Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

GS-3: Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal 

security. 

GS-3: Various Security forces and agencies and their mandate., 

Nine-Dash Line: Link to RSTV – India’s vision for Indo-Pacific (12 Dec 2020) 

 

Phase – I: From Independence to 1962 (Lessons Learnt)  

Changing the Mindset: With the advent of independence , India saw the withdrawal of 

British military officers from the top posts of Indian army. This led to an  exposure of 

relatively young and inexperienced officers  who were native to India. Also, from an 

army fighting the World Wars, Indian army saw a change in its primary targets with the 

new threat being faced on the frontiers.  

Kashmir War (1947-48): The bitterness of partition was further aggravated by Pakistan’s 

inexplicable act of sending raiders across the boundary with an intention of capturing the 

Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir. This was handled profici ently by the Indian army, 

while the leadership played its cards deftly by making the Raja of Jammu and Kashmir 

sign the instrument of accession.  

India China War 1962: However, India faced a breach of trust with the Chinese 

attack on the northern borders of India. This followed a long diplomatic exchange, which 

slowly turned from an atmosphere of camaraderie to a relatively bitter outcome. PM 
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Nehru’s personal energy invested into the relations with China saw him overlook the 

threat from North and was ultimately too overwhelming for him as was visible in his fast 

deteriorating health.  

Budgetary Cuts: The debacle of 1962 war can be attributed majorly to Indian 

complacency and a belief in goodwill generation at the expense of pragmatic principles of 

warfare. Indian army was not prepared to fight the war because of the  budgetary cuts 

inflicted upon it in the last decade.  

Structural and Doctrinal Issues:  Apart from the budgetary cuts, Indian army also saw a 

loss of morale due to frequent  interference with the chain of command  at the highest 

level. At the same time, the leadership failed to convey the threat being faced from China. 

On the contrary, the contemporary Defence Minister actually downplayed the threat, 

emphasizing upon the diplomatic exchange being undertaken between the two heads of the 

nations. 

Phase – II: 1962 to 1988 (Regaining the Confidence)  

Shift in Strategy: The period after 1962 war saw a major course correction in Indian 

military with major structural and doctrinal shifts undertaken to strengthen the forces. 

Firstly, the size of army was increased  from 5.5 lakh troops to almost 8.25 lakh troops. 

At the same time, the budgets were increased to modernize the forces and help them 

counter threat from modern equipment used by the Chinese.  

Integration of Forces: The lessons learnt in 1962 war were applied to the future conflicts 

as Indian Air Force was pressed early into action  to gain tactical and strategic 

advantages in the battle for supremacy.  

Pakistan’s Failed attempt in 1965:  In the mistaken belief that Indian Army is vulnerable 

due to loss in 1962 war and the leadership gap due to loss of PM Nehru, Pakistan 

embarked on a misadventure across the deserts of Rajasthan. It was countered to the 

fullest extent by the Indian Military, this time Indian Air Force being the force 

multiplier . 

Decisive Victory of 1971:  Pakistan’s genocide in its eastern territory led to an uprising in 

the area, along with almost 10 million refugees fleeing to India  for protection. This led 

to a war between Pakistan and India, wi th India being supported by the Mukti Bahini of 

Bangladeshi people. Apart from this, the highlight of war was  India’s impressive 

management of various sectors. 

Western Sector:  It was managed in an offensive defence strategy by the Indian armed 

forces, where no territorial gain was intended and the focus remained on  curbing 

advances of Pakistani military.  

Northern Sector: India maintained a strict vigil across the northern border in anticipation 

of a two-front war, being prepared for a Chinese excursion into  the Indian territory.  
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Eastern Sector: Indian armed forces advanced rapidly into the mainland of 

Bangladesh with lightning warfare to neutralize the threat posed by Pakistan army 

strongholds in the area, leading to the capture of almost 90,000 Prisoners of  War (PoWs). 

Other Issues: As the successor to British India, India assumed the responsibility to act 

as the Net Security Provider in the Indian Ocean Region.  This led to Indian 

interventions in multiple arenas including the Indian Peacekeeping Mission in Sri Lanka 

(under the name of Indian Peacekeeping Force or IPKF), as well as Indian action 

under Operation Cactus  to counter an attempted coup by mercenaries in Maldives.  

Global Issues: India faced multiple challenges due to shifting alignments in the globa l 

arena and the need for constant rebalancing of the relations between different entities. 

This included Sino-US rapprochement of 1972 and the oil crisis, apart from the US 

withdrawal from Vietnam and Iran-Iraq war in 1980.  

Phase – III: 1988 to 2014 (Changing Strategies) 
 

Chinese Challenge: Indian armed forces embarked on an era of upgradation to combat 

Chinese challenge in the northern mountainous regions, as well as a  wave of Chinese 

equipment upgradation  sourced from the US (for e.g., Sikorsky helicopters for 

mountainous warfare). This was visible in India’s handling of the Sumdorong Chu 

incursion by the PLA Army.    

Internal Challenges:  India saw an increase in insurgencies in the interior of the country. 

This included insurgencies by terrorist organizations like United Liberation Front of 

Asom (ULFA) in the North East, as well as separatist forces in Punjab, under the name of 

Pro-Khalistan fighters. 

Kashmir Insurgencies:  After failing to dent Indian defence on the battlefield, Pakistan 

started micro-warfare by inciting insurgency in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. This was 

stated explicitly by the Pakistani generals as the strategy of ‘ bleeding India with 

thousand cuts’. The insurgency continues to claim lives in the valley, on both sides.  

People-Centric Approach: Indian Army has embarked upon a mission to  win the hearts 

and minds of people in the Valley by following a people-centric approach. This has led to 

a rise in the number of casualties on the side of Indian Army, but also has created an 

atmosphere of trust in the minds of the people of the valley, although it will take some 

more time for the situation to become ideal.  

Kargil War in 1990:  Being frustrated due to its inability to inflict damage upon Indian 

integrity in Kashmir, Punjab or other areas, Pakistan treacherously occupied the peaks in 

the Kargil and other adjoining sectors of Kashmir Valley. Indian Army and Indian Air 

Force coordinated in a brilliant counter-action to re-occupy the strategically located 

peaks, despite adhering to India’s commi tment of never crossing the LoC at any point of 

time.  

Structural Changes: The Kargil war and the Mumbai attacks of 2008 led to restructuring 

of Indian Defence Architecture to prevent reoccurrence of such events. It led to 
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the appointment of a full time National Security Adviser, creation of National 

Technical Research Organization and establishment of Theatre Commands  for better 

integration of the three armed forces. Also, the Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard were 

given more resources and powers to act in  coordination with the State Police Forces to 

strengthen Maritime Security Architecture.  

Phase – IV: 2014 onwards (Era of Modernization)  

Proactive Approach: Indian Armed Forces have seen a pronounced shift in tactical 

warfare in the recent times. The Uri attacks saw a surgical strike  take place inside the 

Pakistani territory. Also, the Pulwama terrorist attacks saw retaliation in the form 

of Balakot Air Strikes  by the Indian Air Force, destroying the Terrorist Launch Pads in 

the border areas of Pakistan, as  well as Air-to-Air Combat between the two Air Forces. 

Thus, India called out Pakistan’s lies of using the Nuclear Weapons at the first instigation 

from India. 

Enhancement of Defence Budget: Recent times have seen an enhancement in the Budgets 

of Tri-services, especially Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard, to make them capable of 

sniffing out any possibility of a Mumbai-style terror attack  on the Indian Territory. At 

the same time, they have been entrusted with more responsibilities viz.  clamping down on 

sea-piracy and smuggling of illegal arms  in the Indian Ocean Region.  

China Threat:  The growing Chinese presence in the Indian Ocean Region, especially at 

the Ports like Hambantota and Gwadar, has given many sleepless nights to Security 

experts in India. This has prompted Indian Navy to undertake expansion at a war footing, 

including induction of new Aircraft Carriers, as well as Nuclear-powered submarines . 

Standing up to China’s Border Violations:  Though China has always been an 

expansionist regime, but recent times have seen frequent violations by China into its 

neighbors’ territories, be it claiming the territories as per 9 -dash line (see inset) in Pacific 

Ocean or incursions into the Indian territory. India has been resolute and firm in the face 

of Chinese pressures in the Eastern Ladakh, as well as the Chumbi Valley Areas.  

Conclusion 

India has seen evolution of its Military Doctrines  in response to the changing alignments 

in its border areas, as well as the global arena. However, it is important to understa nd that 

it is critical to ensure that its Armed Forces remain in a state of alertness to counter any 

threat from the neighboring countries. This is especially true as  we live in a tough 

neighborhood  and have a responsibility of being a ‘Net Security Provider’ to the small 

states of Indian Ocean Region.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions 

The terms ‘Hot Pursuit’ and ‘Surgical Strikes’ are often used in connection with armed 

action against terrorist attacks. Discuss the strategic impact of such actions. (GS3 - 2016) 
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Human rights activists constantly highlight the view that the Armed Forces (Special 

Powers) Act, 1958 (AFSPA) is a draconian act leading to cases of human rights abuses by 

the security forces. What sections of AFSPA are opposed by the activists? Criticall y 

evaluate the requirement with reference to the view held by the Apex Court. (GS3 - 2015) 

Considering the threats cyberspace poses for the country, India needs a “Digital Armed 

Force” to prevent crimes. Critically evaluate the National Cyber Security Poli cy, 2013 

outlining the challenges perceived in its effective implementation. (GS3 - 2015) 

Mains Practice Questions 

Assess the external as well as internal challenges faced by the Indian Security Forces in 

safeguarding the integrity of the country, consider ing its location in a tough 

neighbourhood. 

3.   Global Agricultural Powerhouse 

Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

GS-3: Major crops-cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different 

types of irrigation and irrigation systems storage, transport an d marketing of 

agricultural produce and issues and related constraints; e -technology in the aid 

of farmers. 

GS-3: Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support 

prices; Public Distribution System-objectives, functioning, limitations, 

revamping; issues of buffer stocks and food security; Technology missions; 

economics of animal-rearing. 

GS-3: Food processing and related industries in India - scope’ and significance, 

location, upstream and downstream requirements, supply chain managem ent. 

  

PRIORITY SECTOR LENDING (PSL)  

This is a programme of Government of India under which the Government and RBI 

decide the targets of lending to particular sectors  as a percentage of total 

lending by the Banking Sector institutions in India.  

At present, Priority Sector Lending must be equivalent to at least  40% of the total 

credit lent by a Scheduled Commercial Bank in the country.  

Within PSL, Agriculture sector must account for 18% of the lending of the total 

credit of a Bank. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC FACILITIES IN AGRICULTURE 

DURING BRITISH ERA  
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1871: Department of Revenue and Agriculture and Commerce  was established 

by the British in India. Despite the stated intention of introducing scientific 

development in Agriculture, the establishment was focu sed upon improving the 

production of cash crops like cotton, as stated above.  

1889: Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory was established in Pune. It later 

evolved into Indian Veterinary Research Institute,  headquartered at Izatnagar, 

Bareilly, UP. 

1905: Imperial Agricultural Research Institute was established in Pusa, 

Samastipur. It later became Indian Agricultural Research Institute , situated in 

New Delhi. 

1923: Imperial Institute of Animal Husbandry and Dairying was established in 

Banglaore. It was later converted into National Dairy Research Institute  in 

Karnal, Haryana. 

1929: Imperial Council of Agricultural Research was setup. It was later 

renamed Indian Council of Agricultural Research.  It was recommended to be set 

up by the Royal Commission of Agriculture in 1926. 

1911: Rice Research Station  was established. 

1912: Sugarcane Breeding Station was founded in Coimbatore. Later, it was 

renamed Sugarcane Breeding Institute.  

1921: A committee to conduct research in Cotton  was constituted. It led to 

improvement in the quality of cotton fibre. Similar such committees were 

constituted to improve the quality of sugarcane, jute, coconut, lac, spices, 

oilseeds, areca nut and cashew nut.  

Cotton Technology Research Laboratory  was established at Bombay.  

Indian Lac Research Institute was established at Ranchi.  

Jute Agricultural Research Laboratory  at Dhaka. It was later moved to Kolkata 

in 1947. 

Central Research Station  was established at Kayankulam and Kasargod.  

Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research  was established at Lucknow. 

Central Tobacco Research Station  was established at Rajahmundry.  

EVOLUTION OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN INDIA  

1868: First Agricultural School  was setup at Saidapet, Chennai. In 1906, it was 

moved to Coimbatore.  

1907: Department for Teaching Agriculture was separated from College of 
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Science at Pune, and was established as a separate college.  

1901 to 1905: Agricultural Colleges  were established at Kanpur, Sabour, 

Nagpur and Lyallpur (Pakistan).  

 

Challenges faced by Agriculture  

Recurrent Famines: After the advent of independence, the situation concerning the 

availability of food grains in the country was alarming. The total food grain production 

was only about 50 million tonnes. This was  not enough to feed the vast population of 35 

Crores. Therefore, the majority of population did not have access to adequate quantity of 

food grains. 

Loss of Agricultural Area to Pakistan:  The situation was compounded by the loss of a 

major chunk of agricultural productive area to Pakistan due to Partition. While the We st 

Pakistan could boast of highly fertile areas fed by the Indus River system , the Eastern 

Pakistan was irrigated by both Ganga and Brahmaputra river systems and had highly 

fertile areas producing food grains as well as commercial crops like Jute.  

Rainfed Irrigation: Barring a few parts, mainland India was not as adequately fed by 

perennial rivers as was Pakistan. In fact, many areas bore the  double brunt of absence of 

irrigation as well as frequent floods,  depending upon the flow of water in the rivers. 

Majority of area was dependent on South-West Monsoon carrying winds and was plunged 

into a situation of famine, when the Monsoon turned out to be damp.  

Import of Food grains: Due to the unavailability of food grains, India was forced to 

import food grains from the foreign countries,  like PL 480 scheme of US . However, such 

import was not immune from the diplomatic machinations of East -west rivalry being 

propagated under the banner of Communist and Capitalist Nations. India witnessed the 

pitfalls of such imports when US stopped the supply of food grains during the 1965 India -

Pakistan war. 

Absence of Scientific Temper: The development of scientific facilities in the British Era 

was outrageously slow. Even the development which happened, was majorly directed 

to benefit the British trading community through an increase in the production of raw 

materials, which was critical to the British manufacturing industry. It had no connections 

whatsoever to the increase in production of food grains, which India desperately wan ted at 

the time. 

Milestones in Agriculture 

Green Revolution: The lessons learnt in the first two decades of independence led India 

to invest in increasing the yield and productivity  of agricultural products. This was 

critical because of the fast increasing population, dependence of agriculture on the 

monsoons and as stated above, to pursue independent foreign policy as a member of the 

Third World. 
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First Five Year Plan:  India started off with investing in  irrigation projects as well as 

land reforms viz. allocation of land titles to the actual tiller of the land, apart from 

provision of finance to the agricultural cooperatives. It worked only to a limited extent as 

food grains production did increase to 70 million tonnes in 1956 -57, but it was well short 

of the requirement of ever-growing population. 

Second and Third Five Year Plan:  Second Plan focused more on industrial development, 

considering the need for growth of the economy  as well as leadership’s belief in the 

trickle-down theory. Similarly, it was only the occurrence of famine and the PL 480 

debacle (as mentioned above) at the end of the Third Five Year Plan, that India committed 

to the green revolution.  

Ushering in of the Green Revolution : It was almost 1965, when India faced with a 

humiliating ban by US on grain export , resorted to, first, the import of food grains from 

other sources and, secondly, committed itself to the Mexican varieties of wheat under 

the supervision of Dr Norman Borlaug and Dr MS Swaminathan . 

Bumper Harvest: The dwarf wheat, despite its potential, required uninterrupted supply 

of high quality seeds, pesticides, fertilizers, irrigation as well as constant 

monitoring  by the scientific community. However, the results elated the nation, with a 

bumper harvest of 17 million tonnes of wheat  in 1968, as compared to 11 million tonnes, 

in 1966. Thus, began India’s journey from the importer of wheat to a food -surplus nation. 

Replicating the Success with Rice:  High on the success of wheat production, India 

switched to the IR-8 variety of Rice, which was developed by International Rice Research 

Institute, Manila, Philippines. Similar to the production of Wheat,  Rice yields shot from 

merely 2 tonnes per hectare to 6-7 tonnes per hectare.  Rice had the added advantage 

of a shorter cycle of 105 days , thereby reducing crop time and giving time for multiple 

cropping. 

Extension and Marketing Services for Agriculture : As the yields of agriculture 

increased, the government helped the agricultural community by focusing on  post-harvest 

production, as well as research and extension.  This led to a better remuneration for the 

farmers. However, the earnings in agricultural has left much to be desired and the 

agricultural community is still vulnerable to the vagaries of nature.  

Climate Adaptability: India is a land of diversities. These diversities extend to 

geographical characteristics of the regions. While most of the Indian land has fertile soil 

and is well-irrigated through a network of canals, some areas of Rajasthan and Deccan 

Plateau exhibit desert-like characteristics. For such areas, agricultural scientists have 

created crop varieties, which are better suited to such climates and can  adapt to low-

water conditions.  

Increase in Production:  Green Revolution and other crop improvements have led to an 

overall increase in the production of food grains and other allied agricultural products like 

fisheries and milk. For e.g. food grain production for the year 2020 -21 is estimated to be 
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308.65 million tonnes. Apart from that, India has become the  second largest aquaculture 

producer, largest milk producer as well as third largest fish producer globally.  

Increase in Exports:  India has been able to create a food-surplus, which can be used to 

export food grains to other countries. Apart from that, many crop varieties have d istinct 

characteristics which are in heavy demand in the foreign destinations . For e.g., India-

developed ‘Pusa-1121’ Basmati Rice has an elongation rice of almost 2.5. Basmati Rice 

alone accounted for Rs 33,000 Crore worth of agricultural exports during 20 18-19, 

earning precious foreign exchange.  

Way Forward 

Overcoming the Existing Challenges:  Despite magnificent strides in increasing the 

production of agricultural commodities, India  suffers from low yields  as compared to its 

global counterparts. At the same time, a significant proportion of horticultural products 

are wasted due to inefficient supply chains. Therefore, the need of the hour is to increase 

the intensity of scientific applications and provide funds for infrastructural development 

in Agriculture. 

Application of New Technologies: It is critical to ensure that the farmer community in 

India reaps the benefit of latest technologies and inventions pertaining to agriculture. For 

e.g., drones and robots  can be used for aerial survey and remote management of 

agricultural fields. Similarly,  Artificial Intelligence tools and Machine Learning  can be 

used to interpret crop diseases and other uses as per the evolving technologies.  

Wastage of Human Resources: Agriculture in India suffers from disguised 

unemployment due to the lower adoption of modern equipment and tools. This not only 

increases dependence on agriculture and decreases the size of landholdings, but at the 

same time decreases the availability of human resources in other sectors of economy like 

Manufacturing and Services. There is a need for better utilization of the  demographic 

dividend which India currently enjoys.  

Capital Investment: There is a need to increase the funding in agriculture, so that better 

inputs and advanced machinery is used in Agr iculture. For achieving the same, the 

Government of India has classified agriculture as a sector under  Priority Sector Lending 

Scheme (PSL –see inset). Also, the government has been consistently increasing the 

target of Agricultural Lending. To the credit of financial institutions, the target has been 

consistently over-achieved. 

Conclusion 

Agriculture in India has come a long way from being an import -dependent nation to a 

food-surplus nation, exporting food grains to the needy countries. This can be attribu ted 

to the hard work of scientific community , especially Dr Norman Borlaug and Dr MS 

Swaminathan, and the visionary leadership.  

Despite the achievements in agriculture, it can be said that the  low yield levels, food 

wastage and low levels of food processing, lead to categorization of Indian Agriculture 
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into a backward system. This needs to be corrected in the medium term by focused 

implementation of technology and provision of adequate credit in the Sector. This is not 

only beneficial, but also imminent, considering the large population of the country and 

disruption in supplies  due to increasing incidents of disaster-related occurrences.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions  

Q. 1. How was India benefited from the contributions of Sir M.Visvesvaraya and Dr. M. 

S. Swaminathan in the fields of water engineering and agricultural science respectively? 

(GS3 - 2019) 

Q. 2. How has the emphasis on certain crops brought about changes in cropping patterns 

in recent past? Elaborate the emphasis on millets production and consumpti on. (GS3 - 

2018) 

Q.3. Establish the relationship between land reform, agriculture productivity and 

elimination of poverty in Indian Economy. Discussion the difficulty in designing and 

implementation of the agriculture friendly land reforms in India. (GS3 - 2013) 

Mains Practice Questions  

Discuss the challenges faced by India in increasing the productivity of agricultural 

commodities. Also, highlight the steps taken by the Government of India in recent times 

to overcome these challenges.  

4.   Infrastructure: History & Challenges 

 Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

GS-3: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, growth, 

development and employment.  

GS-3: Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc.  

History of Infrastructure Development in India  

Legacy of the British Rule: India suffered extensive deindustrialization  during the 

British Rule because the nature of British rule was such that it thrived by making the ruled 

country a colony. Therefore, it was to British advantage to make India a supplier of raw 

materials and consumer of final products. It was manifested by India’s declining  income 

as a percentage of global income, which plummeted from 22.6% in 1700 to 3.8% in 

1952. 

Early Efforts: The leaders of free India sought to salvage the situation by coming up with 

various plans of industrial development like:  

Bombay Plan: It was given by eight leading industrialists  of the contemporary time. It 

sought to protect the indigenous industry  through a regulatory system overseen by the 

Government of India.  
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Industrial Policy Resolutions:  Various IPRs (1958, 1956 etc) led to the development of 

a strong public sector  and a vibrant private sector in the country, with a  vision of ‘rapid 

industrialization’.  

Five Year Plans: The Government of India established the Planning Commission in 1950 

to oversee the implementation of Five Year Plans in the country. While the First FYP 

(modified version of Harrod-Domar Model) was focused more on the development of 

Agriculture, Second FYP was dedicated to strengthening the industrial infrastructure in 

the country.  

Focus on Infrastructure Development:  From the Second FYP, India saw a push 

towards substitution of basic and capital good industries . It also saw an emphasis on 

the development of basic infrastructure like Coal industry, Steel plants and Power plants, 

as the provider of raw materials to the other industries. Similarly, the  Fourth FYP (1969-

74) was characterized by the Nationalization of Banks and the Fifth FYP (1974 -78) 

saw the development of Indian National Highway System.  

Recent Developments  

Vision of $5 trillion Economy: India has embarked on a vision of reaching $5 trillion by 

2024 and we aspire to reach $10 trillion by 2030.  This will require careful planning and 

infusion of funds in the right sectors. This is important to create opportunities for the 

largest group of youth entering into workforce globally.  

Urbanization: India is seeing a large wave of urbanization underway as more and more 

people migrate to urban areas for better  opportunities. The urban population is  projected 

to increase to 60 Crore by 2030 from just 37.7 Crore in 2011.  This demographic change 

would require construction of almost 700 to 900 million square metres of urban space 

annually. Government has taken various steps to address the issue:  

PM Awas Yojana (Urban):  It was launched in 2015 to address the housing needs of the 

urban poor and to create alternate housing so that they are not forced to live in slums.  

Affordable Rental Housing Complexes : They were announced during COVID-19 

pandemic by Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA), considering the problems 

faced by migrant labour.  

Passing of Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act:  for the regulation of Real 

Estate Sector. 

Conferment of Infrastructure status on Real Estate sector  to help in: 

 Access to cheaper loans  

 Faster flow of private capital  

 Tax concessions  to the sector 
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Other steps like passing Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Act,  higher tax concessions 

on interest on home loans, rationalization of stamp duty etc.  

Connectivity Projects:  Government has initiated various highway projects to improve 

connectivity between the different cities in India under the  Bharatmala Pariyojana.  At 

the same time, a slew of Metro Rail projects  have been started to improve connectivity 

within the city limits and to increase access to the suburban areas.  

Conclusion 

India is set to undergo rapid transformation in urban-rural demography  in the coming 

decades. Considering the shifting demography towards old age popula tion, it is critical to 

ensure that adequate facilities are in place to take care of the vulnerable population, which 

has been left behind in the rural areas. At the same time, adequate infrastructure needs to 

be created to sustain the influx of population in the urban areas.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions  

Q. 1. Examine the developments of Airports in India through Joint Ventures under Public -

Private Partnership(PPP) model. What are the challenges faced by the authorities in this 

regard. (GS3 - 2017) 

Q. 2. Explain how private public partnership agreements, in longer gestation infrastructure 

projects, can transfer unsuitable liabilities to the future. What arrangements need to be put 

in place to ensure that successive generations’ capacities are not compromised ? (GS3 - 

2014) 

Q. 3. Adaptation of PPP model for infrastructure development of the country has not been 

free from criticism. Critically discuss the pros and cons of the model. (GS3 - 2013) 
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FEBRUARY 2022 YOJANA MONTHLY SUMMARY 

Note: Please note that some inputs have been given by our team in order to make the topic 

more relevant to UPSC. 

Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

 Essay: Candidates may be required to write essays on multiple topics. They will be 

expected to keep closely to the subject of the essay to arrange their ideas in orderly 

fashion, and to write concisely. Credit will be given for effective and exact 

expression. 

 GS-1: Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism.  

 GS-2: Government policies and interventions for development  in various sectors 

and issues arising out of their design and implementation.  

 GS-2: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services 

relating to Health, Education, Human Resources.  

 

1.  National Education Policy 2020 

Education has been the key focus area for the government of India in order to create 

livelihood opportunities for the rapidly rising population of the country. In pursuance to 

this, the Government of India has recently launched the National Education Policy 2020. 

The Policy is a holistic document covering all aspects related to the development of 

education in the country.  

 Principles of NEP 2020: The fundamental principles guiding both the education 

system, as well as the individual institutions within it are:  

 Recognizing, identifying and fostering the unique capabilities of each student, in 

both academic and non-academic spheres. 

 Achieving Foundational Literacy and Numeracy by Grade 3.  

 Flexibility to choose learning trajectories and own paths of life, as per talents and 

interests. 

 Elimination of hierarchies and silos by ending the separation between curricular and 

extra-curricular activities, vocational and academic streams etc.  

 Multidisciplinary and holistic education across sciences, social sciences, arts, 

humanities and sports. 

 Conceptual understanding instead of rote learning.  

 Promoting creativity and critical thinking to encourage logical decision making and 

innovation. 

 Instilling ethics, and human and Constitutional values like empathy, cleanliness, 

spirit of democracy, equality and justice.  

 Promoting multilingualism. 

 Life skills like communication, cooperation and teamwork.  

 Regular assessments instead of summative assessment, to end the ‘coaching 

culture’.  

 Use of technology for increasing access, removing language bar riers etc. 
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 Respect for diversity and local context.  

 Equity and inclusion.  

 Synergy in curriculum from preschool to higher education.  

 Capacity Building and providing a positive working environment to teachers and 

faculty. 

 ‘light but tight’ regulatory framewo rk through good governance and empowerment.  

 Focus on research. 

 Continuous review of progress.  

 Pride in Indian culture and knowledge systems.  

 Education as a public service and right of every child.  

 Investment in education.  

   

History of Policies on Education in India 

 National Education Policy 1968: This was the first policy laying the pathway for 

further spread of education in the country. It called for increasing the expenditure 

on education to 6%. It also called for free and compulsory education to everyo ne, 

along with development of regional languages and equalization of opportunity for 

all. 

 New Education Policy 1986: It was released by the Rajiv Gandhi government. The 

main features of the policy included inclusion of early childhood care in the ambit 

of education, emphasis on the education of vulnerable sections like SC, ST, women 

etc., and providing avenues for inclusive education like distance education and open 

universities. 

 National Education Policy 2020: The current policy has been designed keeping i n 

mind the requirements of 21st century and the rapid growth of technology in the 

world. 

Inspiration for NEP 2020 

The policy derives its inspiration from the below goals:  

 SDG-4: NEP 2020 has been formulated keeping in mind India’s commitments to 

Sustainable Development Goals, especially SDG 4, i.e. ‘to ensure inclusive and 

equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all’.  

 Right to Education: It was enacted by the 86th Constitutional Amendment Act in 

the year 2009 and was enforced in 2010. It introduced a new Article 21A into the 

Constitution. The act provides for free and compulsory education for children in the 

age group of 6-14 years. 

Organization of NEP 2020 

 The National Education Policy 2020 is divided into four parts:  

 Part I: School Education 

 Part II: Higher Education 

 Part III: Other Key Areas of Focus  

 Part IV: Making it Happen 
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Key Objectives 

 Global Knowledge Superpower: The Policy aims to transform India into a global 

knowledge superpower, by allowing for best international institutes and universities 

to set up their satellite centres in the country, as well as sending the interested 

candidates to study in the foreign universities.  

 Responsible Citizen: The policy seeks to build an informed citizenry, which is 

aware of its rights and upholds national integrity and sovereignty in high esteem. 

The focus is on making people aware of their rich heritage and culture, and take 

pride in being a national of a country having a great historical legacy, spanning 

over multiple millennia. 

 Sustainability: NEP 2020 has an inherent focus on making the children of today, 

responsible citizens of tomorrow, who understand the importance of sustainable 

consumption of natural resources This will ensure that the availability of such 

resources is not constrained for the future generations. Thus, the spirit of 

‘Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam’ i.e. the world being a big, happy family, is taken care of, 

side-by-side ensuring global well-being and reflecting the spirit of Indians being 

truly global citizens.  

 Time Bound Development: The policy has a deadline of the year 2040 to implement 

the provisions mentioned in the policy.  

Focus Areas of NEP 

 Universalization of Education: The new policy has a target of increasing the Gross 

Enrolment Ratio (GER) at different levels of education. For e.g., from preschool to 

secondary level, the policy aims to have a Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) of 100% 

by 2035. In the case of higher education, the target is to have a GER of 50%.  

 Differentiation in States: There is also a need for di fferential effort in different 

regions considering that the states are at different levels of educational attainment. 

For e.g., frontrunner states like Kerala and the North -Eastern states have a literacy 

rate greater than 90%. On the other hand, the northern belt lags behind with literacy 

rate of Rajasthan and Bihar hovering at almost 70%.  

 Bring Back Drop-outs: The policy not only focuses on new entrants but also has an 

eye on the drop-outs. Due to socio-economic conditions, including ongoing 

pandemic, many children from the vulnerable sections have dropped out of studies. 

The policy provides for bridge courses for such children, so that they do not have 

difficulty in picking up from where they left off.  

 Promoting Equity and Inclusion: The policy also takes into account the large 

variations in education levels at the interstate as well as intrastate levels. It 

envisages increasing access, participation and learning outcomes for the vulnerable 

groups. 

 Special Education Zones: The policy provides for creation o f special hubs for areas 

which manifest enhanced inequity in the level of education by declaring them to be 

Special Education Zones (SEZs). This is especially required considering the 

existence of belts of Socio-Economically Disadvantaged Groups (SEDGs) in  the 

states considered backward in the matters of education.  

 Vulnerable Groups: At the same time, the policy also creates an enabling 

environment for the socially and economically disadvantaged groups, like SC, ST, 
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Minorities, Girl Child and Child with Special Needs (CwSN). Similarly, various 

initiatives like Special Education Zones have been created to address gaps in 

various regions in terms of education.  

 Curricular and Pedagogical Restructuring: The policy envisages restructuring of 

curriculum at both the level of school education as well as higher education to make 

it better aligned to the targets and goals enumerated in the policy.  

 Early Childhood Care and Education: The policy recommends modification of the 

present 10+2 structure to make it 5+3+3+4, wi th a special focus on childhood 

education. It also provides for universal provisioning of quality early childhood 

care and application of pedagogical tools.  

 Foundational Literacy and Numeracy: NEP 2020 considers 3 -8 years as the 

formative age of a child and provides for laying down a strong foundation for the 

child to ensure overall development. It also calls for education of the child in 

accordance with her interests to make education interesting and likable.  

 Higher Education: The policy envisions institut ions having multiple academic 

streams running together and allows the students to choose any combination of 

subjects as per their interests. The aim is to develop multiple capacities by 

integrating formal and informal learning approaches.  

 Multidisciplinary Educational Research University (MERU): The policy also 

envisages phasing out of single stream colleges and instead, transforming them into 

multidisciplinary Higher Education Institutions called Multidisciplinary 

Educational Research University (MERU).  

 Effective Governance in Education: NEP 2020 calls for following a ‘tight but light 

approach’ in the matters of governance in the education sector. It means that the 

education sector would be freed from the menace of over -regulation, but at the 

same time, it would be ensured that the targets envisaged as a part of the policy are 

met. 

 School Education: The policy follows a three pronged approach for reforming 

school education: 

o Setting up school clusters  

o Setting up school standards authority 

o Reforming school exam boards 

 Regulation in Higher Education: Higher education would also be reformed by 

setting up Higher Education Commission of India (HECI), a single regulator for the 

four verticals to take care of all aspects of higher education:  

o National Higher Education Resource Centre: for regulating the higher education 

sector. 

o National Assessment and Accreditation Council: to provide accreditation to higher 

education institutions. 

o Higher Education Grants Council: for funding academic and research activities.  

o General Education Council: for standard setting of academics in the higher 

education sector.  
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 Ensuring Quality Education: The policy also calls for enhancing the quality of 

education in the higher education sector to ensure that the education provided in 

both school as well as higher education sector meets the standards set by the 

respective bodies, viz. school standards authority and General Education Council.  

Other Areas: 

 Vocational Education: The policy looks to end the stigma attached to vocational 

education by mainstreaming it with other academic streams. It also sets a target of 

exposing 50% of learners to vocational education.  

 Research: To facilitate innovation and to make India a knowledge powerhouse, the 

policy seeks to create a culture of research in the country. It also envisages setting 

up the National Research Foundation (NRF) with a mandate to foster research and 

innovation. 

 Use of Technology: NEP 2020 envisages extensive use of technology to enhance 

access, improve participation and enhance learning outcomes. It also seeks to set up 

the National Educational Technology Forum (NERF) for achieving the aforesaid 

objective. 

 Raising Education Expenditure: To enhance the levels of education in the country, 

the policy commits to enhancing the public expenditure on education to 6% of the 

GDP. The enhanced financing would be useful in providing a boost to key areas like 

capacity building of teachers and faculty, providing resources as well as nutrition to 

the students, ensuring foundational literacy and numeracy and  use of technology 

and online education.  

 Internationalization of Education: The policy also provides for a legislative 

framework for the well-known global universities interested in operating from India 

to facilitate regulatory approvals and ease of compli ance for them. At the same 

time, it also provides for the high performing Indian universities to set up campuses 

abroad and facilitate the Indian students to study abroad in the institutions of their 

choice. 

 Promoting Indian Language and Culture: NEP 2020 also provides for improving 

access to students speaking various local languages by establishing an Indian 

Institute of Translation and Interpretation (IITI). The mandate of the institution is 

to promote Indian languages. Apart from that, the policy seeks t o promote Indian 

languages by making them a part of eligibility conditions for government jobs.  

History of Efforts for Improvement of Education in India  

 Concurrent List: Education is mentioned in the Seventh Schedule as a part of 

concurrent list, over which the Parliament as well as State Assemblies can make 

laws. This is critical in order to account for regional differentiation, while also 

addressing the requirement of uniformity in the matters of development of children.  

 Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA): It is  the flagship scheme of the Government of India 

for the ‘Universalization of Elementary Education’ (UEE). The scheme has been 

operational since 2000-01. It has three aspects:  

 Infrastructure: It includes construction of new schools as well as strengthening of 

existing ones as per the needs of the region.  

 Human Resources: It covers recruitment of additional teachers as well as capacity 

building of the existing faculty.  
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 Quality Improvement: It includes provision of soft skills as a part of education, 

ensuring inclusivity for vulnerable sections like girl child and children with special 

needs, and bridging the digital divide through computer education.  

 Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA): This is yet another flagship 

scheme of the Government of India, focusing on increasing access to secondary 

education in the country. Its objectives include increasing the enrolment ratio at 

secondary level (Classes IX-X). It seeks to achieve the objectives by providing 

access to a secondary school at a reasonable distance  from home. 

 Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA): The scheme is a Centrally 

Sponsored Scheme and was launched in 2013. It provides funding to the higher 

education institutions, with an aim to enhance learning, provide better research 

facilities and promote innovation in the country. The scheme has various aspects 

including provision of better facilities like libraries and labs, promotion of 

autonomous institutions as well as clubbing of existing institutions to form cluster 

universities. 

 Nipun Bharat Mission: The scheme has been launched by the Ministry of Education 

under the name of National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with 

Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN). It is a time-bound scheme to ensure that 

every child attains foundational literacy and numeracy by the end of Grade-3. It 

sets a deadline of 2026-27 to achieve the targets under the scheme.  

 National Initiative for School Heads’ and Teachers’ Holistic Advancement 

(NISHTHA): This is a scheme for capacity building of teachers. As per the sc heme, 

every teacher is expected to participate in at least 50 hours of Continuous 

Professional Development (CPD) every year for their own professional 

development. 

 Continuous Professional Development (CPD): It covers the latest pedagogies 

including foundational numeracy and literacy, formative and adaptive assessment of 

learning outcomes, competency based learning and related pedagogies.  

 Three levels of NISHTHA: 

o NISHTHA 1.0 for Elementary level (Classes I-VIII) 

o NISHTHA 2.0 for Secondary level (Classes IX-XII) 

o NISHTHA 3.0 for NIPUN Bharat (ECCE to Class V)  

 Structured Assessment for Analyzing Learning Levels (SAFAL): It is a systematic 

assessment mechanism to monitor the progress and development of child throughout 

the schooling period. Apart from exams in Class X and Class XII, SAFAL will have 

assessments in Class 3, 5 and 8 also, which will gauge the basic learning outcomes, 

through assessment of core concepts and knowledge from the national and local 

curricula, along with relevant higher order skills and app lication of knowledge in 

real life situations.  

 School Quality Assessment and Assurance (SQAA): It is a set of standards and best 

practices for attaining individual and institutional excellence. In simple words, it 

measures the progress of a student, as wel l as the contribution of the institution in 

which the pupil is studying. It has been developed by the Central Board of 

Secondary Education (CBSE).  
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Other Supplementary Efforts  

 PM Poshan Shakti Nirman: The Mid-day meal scheme has been renamed as PM 

POSHAN Shakti Nirman Scheme. The changes introduced in the scheme include 

supplementary nutrition for the Aspirational Districts, more autonomy to states in 

deciding diets, promotion of local cuisines, social audits by students of colleges and 

universities and Direct Benefit Transfer to the schools for preventing leakages.  

 PM e-Vidya: The scheme was started in May 2020. It provides for shifting of 

education to online medium in the wake of lockdowns enforced during the COVID -

induced pandemic. It included various in terventions like allowing the Top 100 

universities to automatically start online teaching as well as a DTH channel named 

‘Swayam Prabha’ to support students who did not have means to access online 

education. 

 Vidyanjali 2.0: The scheme aims to strengthen schooling system through the 

support of volunteers and private sector companies. Under the scheme, volunteers 

like government servants, retired teachers, diaspora members and other 

professionals are invited to participate in school activities. It also includ es funding 

in the form of donations by volunteers as well as Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) funds from the private sector.  

 Performance Grading Index: It is an index released by the Ministry of Education for 

measuring performance of states in school education. The scheme ranks states on 

the basis of following 5 parameters:  

 Access: It includes enrolment ratio, transition rate and retention rate.  

 Governance and Management  

 Infrastructure 

 Equity: It is arrived at by assessing the difference in performance  of general 

category students and students belonging to Schedules Castes category)  

 Learning Outcomes: It includes average scores in mathematics, science, languages 

and social science.  

Challenges in the Education Sector 

 Gaps in Learning Outcomes: The educat ion system in India suffers from promotion 

of rote-learning and emphasis on bookish knowledge. This promotes a lack of 

understanding among the pupils. For e.g. the ASER Report released by the NGO 

Pratham says that only 12.3% of the children in Class 3 were  able to read a class-2 

level text, while only 4.3% of children in Class 5 can do basic divisions. The need 

is to focus on internalizing the concepts and focus on applications.  

 Lack of Understanding among Teachers and Parents: Due to the low literacy level s 

in the previous generation, there is a clear lack of understanding among parents and 

teachers about pedagogy. Therefore, the child is unable to seek proper guidance on 

how to proceed with the learning. It is also an impediment in taking decisions 

regarding the career choice for the students, as they are forced to take impulsive 

steps rather than making informed decisions.  

 Lack of Motivation among teachers: At the same time, students complain of 

learning being a mechanical process, with teachers scrambling  for course 

completion within the assigned time. This is problematic for the development of the 

country as teachers have a responsibility of developing future generations.  
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 Time Lost in Different Activities: On the other hand, teachers complain about the 

overload of work due to additional responsibilities like census duty, preparing mid -

day meals, awareness generation programmes and election duties, which are given 

to them by the government.  

 Ineffective School Leadership: Teachers also complain about a lack of effective 

guidance and leadership from the higher management of the schools. There is a lack 

of empathy for the personal issues faced by the teachers and emphasis on revenue 

maximization, especially in the private schools. Parents also complain of addit ional 

charges under the garb of school trips and fancy functions.  

 Lack of Focus on Soft skills: As stated earlier, the focus of school education is on 

rote learning. This diverts attention from the overall development of the child as the 

children are unable to learn basic life skills like communication and socialization. 

In the future, the professional life suffers as the child lacks the aptitude for 

cooperation and team management.  

Suggestions for Quality Improvement in Education  

 Curriculum: The general perception regarding updates in curriculum is conservative 

in India, as it is considered that the foundational learning of a subject remains 

constant and may not be subject to frequent updates. However, this needs to change 

as many subjects like Information Technology show a rapid evolution in a short 

period of time and outdated learning in such subjects may lead to more harm than 

good. 

 Curricular Material: Similarly, the course material needs to be designed in a way 

which ensures curiosity in the pupil and c reates interest in the subject. The Boards 

can incorporate graphic designing and diagrams, to simplify the concepts and make 

them easier to understand.  

 Linkages across School Levels: Again, there is a need to incorporate incremental 

learning across different levels of schools to make children grasp the concepts in an 

efficient manner. This includes creating a strong foundation at the pre -school level, 

so that children are able to grasp the concepts later on. Also, there is a need for 

better bridge courses which can make a child recover, if they are unable to clear 

assessments of a particular year.  

 Synergy: Care needs to be taken in designing the course material in such a way that 

the subjects are informative and aligned with the real world. For this, it is 

imperative to engage the subject experts who have an idea of latest updates in the 

field. Therefore, a committee comprising subject experts, teachers, as well as 

parents, should be formed to look into better designing of the materials.  

 Innovation in Pedagogy: It is well-established that all children have their own speed 

of learning and understanding a subject. Therefore, the teachers need to be 

encouraged to improvise teaching methods and engage all students in an inclusive 

manner. The teachers need to focus  on engaging students in discussions, creating a 

spirit of enquiry, and making children discovery-oriented, so that learning process 

is more enjoyable for the children.  

 Assessment: The issue of assessment holds vital importance considering poor 

learning outcomes of children in various surveys. It is critical to ensure that 

children are able to master learning outcomes of their level. However, this should 

be done in a manner which does not create fear of exams in the children. Therefore, 

there is a need for comprehensive evaluation of children, to be ensured 

continuously throughout the year.  
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 Capacity Building: There is a need to make the teachers stakeholders in the 

education system, so that they understand their responsibility towards future 

development of the nation. The teachers also need to be given opportunities to 

continuously update themselves and learn new concepts in pedagogy, which can be 

applied in the country for better development of students.  

Conclusion 

 India has seen a substantial improvement in  the literacy levels as well as other 

indicators of education development in the country like Gross Enrolment Ratio of 

102.7% at the primary level, indicating that almost all children at primary level are 

enrolled in schools. This is a testimony to the efforts taken by the Government of 

India in the education sector.  

 However, the country still suffers from a lack of basic numeracy and foundational 

literacy as manifested in the ASER report released by the NGO Pratham. In such a 

context, NEP 2020 has come at the right time and is expected to boost India’s 

literacy and skill levels across the levels of education.  

 The need is to implement the well -intentioned provisions in the policy in a time-

bound manner. This will create hope for a better future for many of t he poverty-

afflicted households of the country and enhance the standing of the country at the 

international level and will create livelihoods.Indian Space Research Organization 

(ISRO): ISRO superseded INCOSPAR in 1969. It was followed by the 

establishment of Space Commission and the Department of Space (DoS) in 1972. 

Later, ISRO became a part of DoS.  

2.  Samagra Shiksha: Skilling Youth for Future 

       Vocational Education is a skill -based education which has more focus on applied 

education, than the theoretical part. It is sometimes also called career education. The 

Government of India has prioritized vocational education through various policy 

initiatives: 

 National Policy on Education, 1986:  Vocational education was prioritized as a part 

of the National Policy on Education, 1986.  

 CSS of Vocationalization of Secondary Education, 1988:  Vocationalization was 

launched as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme in the year 1988. The scheme was 

subsequently revised in 2011 and 2014.  

 National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF): It is a series of courses, organized 

in levels to achieve competency in the workforce. NSQF emphasizes on the 

acquisition of these skills for better employability, as a part of formal training or 

informal training. 

Need for Vocational Education in India 

 Demographic Dividend: India is a young country with an average age of just 28 

years. In fact, more than 60% of the population in the country is in the working age 

(15-64 years). This is called demographic dividend. The need is to enhance the 

employability of youth so that they are able to contribute to societal and economic 

development, while earning their livelihood.  
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 Demographic Disaster: However, due to low availability of adequate skill, the 

energy of youth is not being harnessed properly. Therefore , the youth is venting out 

their frustration in illegal activities. If the situation continues to persist, the 

demographic dividend may eventually turn into demographic disaster.  

 Filling the gap between educated and employable:  India is experiencing an 

enhancement in the literacy levels due to sustained efforts in the last few decades. 

However, increasing literacy is much more related to disseminating the basic 

numeracy and knowledge of language. It does not prepare an individual for the 

employment of the new age. Instead, it is skill upgradation which is critical to 

ensure the employability of an individual as per the requirements of the field.  

 Demand-Supply Mismatch: The paradoxical problem India faces today is the huge 

availability of manpower and contradictory shortage of skilled personnel in the 

industry. Thus, the need of the hour is to update the curriculum as per the needs of 

the industry so that the imparted skills are useful in finding employment in the 

current scenario. 

 Decreasing the Pressure on Academic Higher Education: At the same time, it needs 

to be understood that scant resources are prioritized towards individuals who can 

use them in a more efficient manner. For e.g., an athlete, who has no interest in 

theoretical academics, may not be forced to complete a language course out of pure 

academic necessity.  

Major Features of Samagra Siksha 

 Objective: Samagra Siksha scheme is aligned with the objective mentioned in NEP 

2020, i.e. ‘the aim of education will not only be cognitive development, but al so 

building character and creating holistic and well -rounded individuals equipped with 

the key 21st century skills’.  

 Features: The CSS of Vocationalization of Secondary Education was finally 

integrated as a part of Samagra Shiksha, which is also a Centrall y Sponsored 

Scheme. 

 The scheme has been implemented in government schools and government -aided 

schools. 

 It provides for an additional subject at the secondary level and a compulsory 

elective in senior secondary level.  

 Data: Already 14.435 schools have been approved to impart education based on the 

Samagra Shiksha scheme. There are 62 skill courses available in 20 sectors such as 

Agriculture, Electronics, Healthcare, IT/ITes, Plumbing, Retail, Tourism, 

Hospitality etc. The scheme covers 1.5 million students currently being trained by 

trained instructors. The number increases to about 3.5 million, if CBSE schools are 

included. 

 Institutional Support:  The scheme is being implemented in collaboration with States 

and UTs. At the same time, national agencies like P andit Sunderlal Sharma Central 

Institute of Vocational Education (PSSCIVE), National Skill Development 

Corporation, Sector Skill Councils etc. are providing support to the programme.  

 Infrastructure: The scheme provides for creation of a trade specific labo ratory setup 

within the school which is used to impart hands -on training to the students.   
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Principles behind Samagra Siksha 

 Child at the Core: The scheme seeks to provide age-appropriate education to the 

students so that they are able to achieve the requ ired outcomes. 

 Informed Choice: Students choose their area of interest before secondary and senior 

secondary levels. However, before offering the choices, it is important that the 

students are able to out of the available collection. Therefore, they are de liberately 

exposed to the avenues of vocational education at Upper Primary Level (Grades 6 -

8). 

 Activity Based Learning: The aim of vocational education is to apply the 

knowledge gained till today to the real world. Therefore, the course seeks to 

decrease the distinction between the theoretical knowledge and its applications in 

the outer world. At the same time, the children will learn a new skill and also, take 

a conscious decision about their future path.  

 Dignity of Manual Labour: It is felt that the socie ty does not perceive manual 

labour in the same manner as it perceives the high -paying, managerial jobs. Such 

jobs are looked down upon in the society and are only sought after as a means of 

last resort, when all other avenues have been exhausted. The schem e seeks to end 

this distinction by inculcating a sense of respect for the manual labour at the 

foundational age of a child.  

 Development of Soft Skills: Again, the scheme teaches the importance of values 

like teamwork, cooperation, aesthetics, quality consc iousness and sustainability in 

the form of judicious use of raw materials. Such qualities are desirable in a student 

aspiring to play a bigger role in the society in the later stages of life.  

 Real Life Experience: Samagra Siksha is unique in the sense that  it provides real 

life experience to the students in the form of internship/On-the-Job Training. In 

fact, the State governments have already been advised to treat the vocational 

subjects taught in Samagra Shiksha at par with other academic subjects.  

 Value Addition: Apart from the knowledge of vocational subject, Samagra Shiksha 

also provides for imparting other skills like Communication, Entrepreneurship, 

Green skills, Self-management and Information Technology Skills to the students, 

so that their employability is enhanced to a higher extent.  

 Mobility: The problem which the students pursuing vocational education face is 

related to transfer or migration from one place to another in pursuit of better 

opportunities and facilities. However, the scheme seeks to resolve the issue by 

providing for a credit-based education. For this, a unique credit accumulation and 

transfer framework is being devised.  

 Credit-based Education: The new system targets a specific number of credits to be 

achieved in a particular session or semester in a course. It is immaterial whether the 

credits are accumulated in a single institution or multiple institutions. This will 

facilitate transfer and movement of students to a new location even in the middle of 

a semester. 

 Hub and Spoke Model: To fulfill the gap created by lack of adequate infrastructure, 

hub and spoke model is being used in the country. In this model, schools in 

surrounding areas provide vocational education by sending their students to a 

nearby school having the infrastructure. This is being followed till all the schools 

have not been provided with adequate infrastructure.  
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 Technology-based Solutions: It is critical to ensure that all learners benefit from the 

scheme, without any discrimination based on learning capabilities. Th erefore, under 

the scheme, new technologies like Artificial Intelligence are being used to create 

curated courses for learners according to their present levels and speed of learning.  

Challenges in the implementation of Samagra Siksha  

 Perceived Social Status Hierarchy: In India, vocational education is not looked 

upon as a career of choice. It is considered something which is taken up due to a 

lack of alternatives or as a formality to fulfill eligibility conditions for government 

jobs. This discourages pupils from taking up vocational education courses and 

creates a gap in availability of technically-trained workers. 

 Lack of Vertical Mobility:  At the same time, students coming out of vocational 

courses are not perceived as good managers. Candidates having a management 

background are preferred for such high-paying jobs. This leads to a lack of 

promotional avenues and opportunities for future growth of a child pursuing a 

career in vocational education.  

 Integration with Mainstream Education:  To encourage students to take up 

vocational education as a preferred career choice, there is a need to integrate 

vocational education with academics, even at the higher levels. The focus needs to 

shift towards application-based learning and solving practical real -life issues. This 

is also helpful in understanding the challenges faced by entry -level workers and 

coming up with feasible solutions for the same.  

 Rapidly Emerging Trends:  The scheme needs frequent updates in the curriculum to 

make it aligned with the needs of the evolving world. It is also important to 

understand that technology based sectors need faster revision of curriculum than the 

other sectors, due to the rapid changes in the sectors. Therefore, a policy of 

differential updates can also be developed for the different sectors as per their 

requirement. 

Conclusion 

 Various predictions suggest that the demographic dividend currently being enjoyed 

by India will wane by the end of 2050s. After that, the country will face issues 

related to the care of the elderly as the bulge will shift towards higher age groups.  

 In such a context, it is critical to ensure that India maximizes its growth during the 

demographic dividend so that it can create better facilities in the future for the 

needy. The need is to ensure better implementation of the Samagra Shiksha scheme 

to develop vocational education sector in the country.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions 

Q. 1. Examine the main provisions of the National Child Policy and throw light on the 

status of its implementation. (GS2 - 2016) 

Q. 2. “Demographic Dividend in India will remain only theoretical unless our manpower 

becomes more educated, aware, skilled and creative.” What measures have been taken by 

the government to enhance the capacity of our population to be more productive and 

employable? (GS2 - 2016) 
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Q. 3. Professor Amartya Sen has advocated important reforms in the realms of primary 

education and primary health care. What are your suggestions to improve their status and 

performance? (GS2 - 2016) 

Q. 4. The quality of higher education in India requires majo r improvements to make it 

internationally competitive. Do you think that the entry of foreign educational institutions 

would help improve the quality of higher and technical education in the country? Discuss. 

(GS2 - 2015) 

Q. 5. Should the premier institutes like IITs/IIMs be allowed to retain premier status, 

allowed more academic independence in designing courses and also decide mode/criteria 

of selection of students. Discuss in light of the growing challenges. (GS2 - 2014) 

Q. 6. The concept of Mid-Day Meal (MDM) scheme is almost a century old in India with 

early beginnings in Madras Presidency in pre-independent India. The scheme has again 

been given impetus in most states in the last two decades. Critically examine its twin 

objectives, latest mandates and success. (GS2 - 2013) 

Mains Practice Questions 

Q. 1. Discuss the interventions employed by the Government of India in the field of 

education sector to improve the literacy levels in the country, with special reference to the 

National Education Policy 2020.  

Q. 2. Analyze the evolution of national policies in the education sector as per the 

changing needs of the country.  

Q. 3. Enumerate the key objectives of National Education Policy 2020, while highlighting 

how they contribute to the overarching vision of the policy.  

Q. 4. How does the NEP 2020 help India in achieving targets enumerated under SDG4 as 

well as the intention behind 86th Constitutional Amendment Act, 2009?  

Q. 5. What are the challenges associated in achieving the targets enumerated in NEP 

2020? Discuss, in light of the principles enumera ted in NEP 2020. 

Q. 6. Do you think that India can benefit from its demographic dividend, considering the 

prevailing demand-supply mismatch in the human resources required by the industry? 

Analyze critically, in light of ‘Samagra Shiksha’ scheme.  

Q. 7. What are the objectives and principles behind ‘Samagra Shiksha’ scheme? Also, 

discuss the challenges associated in the implementation of the scheme.  

Q. 8. Enumerate the policies and schemes launched by the Government of India in the 

interest of improving the quality of education in the country in the recent times. Also, 

assess the impact of such schemes especially in the era of corona pandemic.  
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MARCH 2022 YOJANA MONTHLY SUMMARY 

1.   Boosting Infrastructure  

Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

 GS-3: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, 

growth, development and employment.  

 GS-3: Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc.  

  

Relevant Government Schemes 

PM Jan Dhan Yojana:  It was launched to promote financial inclusion of the poor into 

the formal banking system of the country.  

 As per the government data, almost  45 crore bank accounts have been opened  so 

far under the PM Jan Dhan Yojana. The cumulative balance in the accounts is 

almost Rs 1.64 lakh crores.  

PM Suraksha Bima Yojana:  This is a social insurance scheme which 

provides accidental death insurance to the eligible citizens between the age group of 

18-70 years. 

 Under the scheme, at an annual premium of Rs 12, the beneficiary is eligible for an 

insurance of Rs 2 lakh for accidental death and full disability. Rs 1 lakh is 

provided for partial disability.  

PM Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana:   It is a life insurance scheme provided to the eligible 

citizens. 

 The scheme is available to the citizens in the  age group of 18-50 years. It provides 

a life cover of Rs 2 lakhs at an annual insurance premium of Rs 330.  

Atal Pension Scheme:   It is a social security scheme providing contributory pension 

cover to eligible citizens.  

 The scheme is available to the citizens in the  age group of 18-40 years. It provides 

a guaranteed monthly pension at the age of 60 years to a person contributing a 

definite amount. 

The scheme is administered by Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority 

(PFRDA). 
 

Context 

 Union Budget 2022-23 aspires to create a virtuous cycle of growth and development 

by investing in infrastructure development. The aim is to  enhance ‘ease of living’ 

by development of infrastructure and creation of economic opportunities. Growth in 

the economy would further lead to the availabi lity of funds for socio-economic 

development. 
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Efforts to improve Infrastructure in India  

 Physical Infrastructure: It includes roads, railways, airways, shipping, energy 

infrastructure etc. The government has already increased allocations to the 

aforementioned sectors in pursuit of its aim of making India a $5 trillion economy 

by 2024. Physical infrastructure is required to let businesses perform at their full 

potential, along with improving the quality of life.  

 National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP): It is a government initiative to build world-

class infrastructure in the country. The project envisages an investment of about Rs 

111 Lakh Crore from FY 2019 to 2025 to improve the infrastructure and provide a 

better standard of life to the citizens.  

 PM GatiShakti Programme (link to article on Union Budget 2022-23): It is a 

National Master Plan to improve infrastructure in India. The Plan  brings together 

16 ministries, including Roadways and Railways, for integrated planning and better 

coordination in building connectivity projects across the country.  

 Connectivity Projects: To improve connectivity between different regions and 

promote balanced regional growth, the government has been focusing on the 

construction of national highways and roads across the country. In fact, the pace of 

highway development has seen a constant increase  with construction of 13,327 kms 

in 2020-21, as compared to 10,237 kms in 2019-20, as per the media reports.  

 Bharatmala Pariyojana: It is an umbrella programme of the government of India t o 

bridge critical infrastructure gaps in the country. It envisages  creation of elevated 

road and freight corridors and construction of ring roads and bypasses  to decongest 

the main part of the cities.  

 Green Highway Policy:  This is a programme of the Ministry of Road Transport and 

Highways. It promotes the development of green corridors along National 

Highways in order to attain sustainable development of Road infrastructure in the 

country. As per the policy, 1% of the total project cost of highway projects would 

be kept aside for the plantation of plants along the highways and their maintenance.  

 Digital Infrastructure: The government has also invested heavily in the digital 

infrastructure under the Digital India Mission to  increase access to internet in the 

remote areas, along with ensuring faster connectivity in the already connected 

urban areas. COVID-induced Lockdowns have also hastened the spread of internet 

connectivity to all corners of the country.  

 BharatNet: It seeks to enhance digital connectivity in  the rural areas by 

providing Broadband connectivity to the 2.5 Lakh Gram Panchayats  in the country. 

It implements the National Optic Fibre Network Project (NOFN) with an aim to 

provide e-governance services in the rural areas.  

 Financial Infrastructure: Enhancing financial inclusion has been one of the most 

important and early interventions of the present dispensation in the country. Under 

this, the government has taken steps to increase  access to formal banking 

institutions, in the form of PM Jan Dhan Yojana (see inset) and provision of social 

support in the form of PM Suraksha Bima Yojana, PM Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana 

and Atal Pension Scheme (see inset).  
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 United Payment Interface (UPI):  Under its commitment to decreasing the 

prevalence of cash in the country, the government, through National Payment 

Corporation of India (NPCI),  has come up with UPI. It connects the whole financial 

system including banks, wallets and other financial systems, under a single 

financial system and facilitates ease of payments.  

Benefits of Infrastructure Creation 

 Multiplier Effect on Economic Growth:  Investment in the creation of infrastructure 

leads to an increase in the productivity of industry. This leads to  increase in 

economic growth and enhances the availability of funds  in the Economy, as 

mentioned above. It further leads to improvement in the quality of the 

infrastructure, thus, creating a virtuous cycle.  

 Employment Generation: Creation of infrastructure requires an uninterrupted labour 

supply, along with the supply of construction material like cement, iron etc. 

Therefore, it leads to employment generation in the economy. At the same time, 

even after the infrastructure has been created, it increases the production in the 

economy, requiring more supply of both skilled and unskilled labour. 

 Increase in Investment: Similarly, when there is a growth in the economy, wages 

and salaries increase leading to an increase in the disposable income. This creates a 

demand for goods and services, thus incentivizing expansion of the industria l 

capacity. This leads to an increase in investment in the Economy by business.  

 Reduction in Logistics Cost:  India does not perform well in the Logistics 

Performance Index, falling from 35th rank in 2016 to 44th in 2018. This means that 

the supply of goods is not handled efficiently at the borders and leads to delays, 

along with a lack of transparency in the movement of goods. At the same time, 

logistics costs impose a cost of 14% of the GDP, as compared to almost 8 -10% in 

the other developing countries.  

 Effect of Improvement in Infrastructure:  To improve logistics efficiency, the 

country needs to invest in customs infrastructure at the borders, along with 

improving tracking services and decreasing the turnaround time of cargo.  This is 

critical to ensure competitiveness of Indian exports in the international markets.  

 Improvement in Competitiveness of Industry:  As mentioned above, an investment in 

infrastructure leads to a surge in the demand for domestic goods and services in the 

international market. This leads to the earning of precious foreign exchange and 

strengthens the domestic currency. The earned forex is also useful to pay for the 

international goods and services bought by Indians from the international market.  

 World Competitiveness Index: Currently, India is ranked 43rd out of 63 

countries on the World Competitiveness Index, which is compiled by the Institute 

for Management Development (IMD). The poor ranking of India has been attributed 

to traditional weaknesses like poor infrastructure, apart from i nsufficient education 

investment. 

 Enhancement in Tax Revenues:  Again, faster growth leads to more production in 

the economy. This, in turn, leads to an increase in the revenue generation for the 

government. This revenue stream can be further utilized in im proving the 

infrastructure, thus creating a virtuous cycle of growth, as mentioned earlier.  
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 Improvement in Ease of Living:  Better infrastructure leads to better and faster 

connectivity, apart from the use of energy as a facilitator for  more efficient work 

and personal life. Therefore, a better infrastructure creates avenues for a better 

standard of life.  

Conclusion 

 India is poised for a great leap in economic growth in the coming century. 

However, it is critical to address impediments like lack of infrastru cture for the 

economy to achieve its full potential. This will address the issues of employment 

generation and demand-supply mismatch in the country.  

 At the same time, it is imperative that digital infrastructure and financial 

infrastructure are strengthened to grab the opportunities being created in the sunrise 

sectors based on technology. This will allow India to hitch its bandwagon onto the 

global engine of growth, thereby fastening socio -economic development.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions 

Q.1. Explain how private public partnership agreements, in longer gestation infrastructure 

projects, can transfer unsuitable liabilities to the future. What arrangements need to be put 

in place to ensure that successive generations’ capacities are not compromised? (GS3 - 

2014) 

Q.2. Adaptation of PPP model for infrastructure development of the country has not been 

free from criticism. Critically discuss the pros and cons of the model. (GS3 - 2013) 

Mains Practice Questions 

Q.1. Discuss the various initiatives taken by the Indian governmen t to address the issue of 

critical infrastructure gaps in the country. Also, enumerate the advantages accruing to the 

economy due to augmentation of infrastructure in the country.  

2.   Harnessing Multiplier Effect 

Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

 GS-3: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, 

growth, development and employment.  

 GS-3: Government Budgeting.  

  

Relevant Government Schemes 

PM Gram Sadak Yojana: It was launched by the Government of India to  address the issue 

of rural connectivity in the country. 

 The scheme was launched in 2000 to provide all-weather access to eligible 

unconnected habitations.  

 It is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme.  
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Scheme for Special Assistance to States for Capital Expenditure:  It is a scheme launched 

by the Ministry of Finance to support the states in their fight against the pandemic and 

recovery from the economic slowdown.  

 The scheme provides 50 year, interest free loans for capital expenditure  to the 

states. 

What is Multiplier Effect? 

 Context: Recently, the Finance Minister has stressed upon the  need to increase 

capital expenditure by both public sector as well as private sector, in order to 

improve the economic growth and invigorate demand in the country.  

 Multiplier Effect: As per the various studies, capital expenditure has a multiplier 

effect of 2.45 in the short term and 4.8 in the long term. This means that a single 

rupee spent on capital expenditure has the potential to add Rs 2.45 in the short term 

and Rs 4.8 in the long term to the overall economy. 

 Amount of Capital Expenditure:  The budget for 2022-23 has proposed a hike of 

24.47% in capital expenditure,  amounting to almost Rs 7.5 Lakh Crore. If grants in 

aid for the creation of capital assets (including MGNREGA assets) are included in 

the capital expenditure, the effective capital expenditure increases to Rs 10.68 Lakh 

Crore. This is 27% more than the capital expenditure of Rs 8.4 Lakh Crore in 2021 -

22. 

 Similar Provisions in the Budget:  Due to Corona-induced economic slowdown, the 

Union government has relaxed various provisions related to expenditure. For e.g. 

the Borrowing limit for the states has been enhanced to 4% of the Gross State 

Domestic Product (GSDP).  The government has allowed Rs 2 Lakh Crore for States 

and Autonomous bodies for capital expenditure.  

Need for Increase in Capital Expenditure  

 COVID-induced Lockdown: As mentioned above, COVID-induced lockdown has 

resulted in closure of industries for an extended period of time. Therefore, there is 

a need to crowd-in private investment through direct investment and signaling 

through favorable policy interventions by the government in the Economy.  

 Shortfall in Tax Revenues: COVID has led to a decrease in the realization of tax 

revenues due to a fall in demand as well as temporary closure of industries. This 

can be countered by sustained investment by the government, providing the 

necessary boost to animal spirits within the Economy.  

 Benefits of Capital Expenditure: Capital Expenditure has various effects on the 

Economy of a country including creating capacity and increasing supply, increasing 

employment generation and rise in wages,  in turn, stimulating demand for the goods 

and services and attracting FDI. At the same time, government expenditure creates 

a crowd-in effect for the private investment. 

 Usage of Funds: The increased allocations would be available for  investment in PM 

Gati Shakti Plan and its associated initiatives. The funds can also be used for 

supplementary funding in projects like PM Gram Sadak Yojana (see inset).  

 Reform-Oriented Scheme: The funds under the ‘Scheme for Special Assistance to 

States for Capital Expenditure’ (see inset)  will also be used to encourage the 

government to undertake reforms for increasing the development in the States. The 

associated sectors include digitization of the Economy, including digital payments, 
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and reform in areas like town planning, transit oriented development, building 

bylaws and transferable development rights.  

Conclusion 

 The pandemic has caused a huge loss to Indian economy due to th e temporary 

lockdowns and fall in demand. However, we are  witnessing a V-shaped recovery (as 

mentioned in the Economic Survey). It is important to ensure continued support by 

the government for the economy to recover and achieve its full potential.  

UPSC Previous Year Questions 

Q.1. The public expenditure management is a challenge to the government of India in the 

context of budget-making during the post-liberalization period. Clarify it. (GS3 – 2019) 

Q.2. What is meaning of the term tax-expenditure? Taking housing sector as an example, 

discuss how it influences budgetary policies of the government. (GS3 – 2013) 

Q.3. Explain the meaning of investment in an economy in terms of capital formation. 

Discuss the factors to be considered while designing a concession agreement betw een a 

public entity and a private entity. (GS3 – 2020) 

Mains Practice Questions 

Q.1. What do you mean by multiplier effect with reference to Indian Economy? Discuss 

the effect of increase in capital expenditure by the government.  

3.   Focus Areas of Union Budget 2022-23  

Topics covered from the Syllabus:  

 GS-3: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, 

growth, development and employment.  

 GS-3: Inclusive growth and issues arising from it.  

 GS-3: Government Budgeting.  

 

Prelims Facts 

National Clean Air Programme 2019: It has been launched by the Government of India 

in order to decrease the PM 2.5 pollution levels across 122 cities in the country.  

 It has been launched by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate 

Change. 

 The programme aims to decrease the Particulate Matter Concentrations by 

20% to 30% by 2024, keeping 2017 as the base year.  

Blockchain Technology: It refers to an online ledger which records the transactions 

performed by users in an encrypted manner.  
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 The technology has been used to create cryptocurrencies like bitcoin, litecoin, 

ethereum etc. 

 Central banks around the world have also started to contemplate the use of 

bitcoin technology in issuing digital currency. Such currency is referred to as 

Central Bank Digital  Currency (CBDC). 

 CBDC is already in use in Nigeria and 8 Caribbean Countries. Pilot projects 

have been started in 14 countries including China and South Korea. Also, 

almost 87 countries are exploring the possibility of launching CBDC.  

 

Banking and Digital Currency 

 Growth of Digital Financial Transactions:  Both demonetization as well as COVID-

induced Lockdown and social distancing norms have led to an increase in digital 

transactions across the country. This is also manifested in the  RBI’s Digital 

Payments Index (RBI-DPI), which has touched a high of 304.06 in Sep 2021  from 

just 173.49 in Sep 2019.  

 Digital Payments Index (DPI):  It is an index released by the Reserve Bank of 

India to capture the extent of digitization of payments in the country. It has 5 bro ad 

parameters viz. Payment Enablers, Payment Infrastructure – Demand side Factors, 

Payment Infrastructure – Supply side Factors, Payment Performance and Consumer 

Centricity.  

 Support to Digital Payments:  Union Budget 2022-23 continues the Special Incentive 

Scheme for boosting of digital transactions. It encourages transactions upto Rs 2000 

via BHIM UPI by incentivizing certain banks. Such banks are given a percentage 

for transactions made via RuPay Debit cards and UPI.  

 Digital Banking Unit:  To accelerate financial inclusion of rural areas, Digital 

Banking Units have been set up in 75 districts through the Scheduled Commercial 

Banks (SCBs). DBUs will facilitate taking all banking activities online. It has been 

envisaged to limit paperwork in banking like the use of cheques, demand drafts, 

pay-in slips etc. 

 Banking in Post Office: The government has been able to leverage the huge network 

of post offices in the rural areas by providing full-fledged banking services through 

them. As per the government data, there are 1.56 Lakh post offices in the country, 

out of which 1.41 Lakh are located in the rural areas. Therefore, providing services 

through the post offices can give a huge boost to financial inclusion in the rural 

areas. 

 Small Savings: At the same time, post office banks also have the added advantage 

of being provider of small saving schemes like  National Savings Certificate (NSC), 

Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP), Monthly Income Scheme (MIS), Sukanya Samriddhi 

Yojana (SSY) etc. There is a need to take these facilities  online, thereby, freeing up 

the resources for banking activities.  

 Central Bank Digital Currency: On the lines of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, 

the government has proposed to use the Blockchain technology (see inset) for 

issuing its own Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). Early reports indicate that 

CBDC will be issued in two forms, viz. CBDC-W for wholesale transactions and 

CBDC-R for retail transactions.  
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 Taxation of Virtual Digital Assets: In the budget, cryptocurrencies have been 

termed as Virtual Digital Assets (VDAs). The government has proposed to  tax the 

income of all VDAs at the rate of 30%. Also, all transactions involving VDAs will 

be taxed at 1% with Tax Deduction at Source (TDS). Despite these proposals, 

VDAs have not been accorded the status of legal tender in the country.  

 Regulation of VDAs: There is a need to protect the innocent investors from the 

dubious schemes, with a promise of quicker and higher returns. Despite the 

popularity of cryptocurrencies, there is an  inherent risk due to the unknown origins 

and lack of centralized control. Discussions on the regulation of cryptocurrencies 

are currently underway in India.  

Modern and Profitable Agriculture 

Relevant Government Schemes 

 PM-KISAN: To stem agriculture distress, the government has initiated direct transfer 

of cash to the farmers under PM Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM -KISAN). The scheme was 

started in 2018 and is a Central Sector Scheme with 100% funding from the 

Government of India. The scheme provides for Rs 6000 per year in three equal  

instalments to all land holding farmer families in the country.  

 Bhartiya Prakritik Krishi Padhatti Programme (BPKP):  The programme has been 

envisaged to introduce eco-friendly practices in agriculture. It encourages the use of 

natural farming to restore soil fertility and soil organic matter in the fields. This will 

help in making agriculture climate-friendly, sustainable and cost -effective. 

 Importance of Agriculture:  Agriculture sector is the largest employer in the Indian 

economy. In 2021-22, it contributed almost 18.8% to the Gross Value Added 

(GVA) of India. The growth rate of the sector has increased from 3.6% in 2020 -21 

to 3.9% in 2021-22. In recognition of its importance in the economy of India, the 

Union Budget 2022-23 raised allocation to the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers 

Welfare by 4.5% to Rs 1.32 Lakh Crore.  

 Impact of COVID: Agriculture was the only sector which did not record a decline 

due to the COVID-induced lockdown. In fact, agriculture sector has been at the 

forefront of post-pandemic economic recovery.  

 Minimum Support Price:  Currently, MSPs are fixed for 22 crops including 14 kharif 

crops, 6 rabi crops and 2 commercial crops.  The food grains procured via MSP are 

used for supplying monthly ration to almost 80 crore beneficiaries under the 

National Food Security Act. As per the Union Budget 2022 -23, the government will 

pay Rs 2.37 Lakh Crore in direct payment in lieu of Minimum Support Price to 

paddy and wheat farmers.  

 Agricultural Credit:  To make agriculture technology-intensive and more efficient, 

the government has raised the target of  agricultural credit to Rs 18 lakh crore for 

2022-23 from Rs 16.5 lakh crore in the last year. Also, 2.7 crore Kisan Credit Cards 

(KCC) have been already issued to the farmers, while 14 lakh fresh KCCs ha ve 

been sanctioned for the animal husbandry and dairy farmers.  

 Technology in Agriculture:  The government has launched ‘Digital Sky Platform’ 

for using drones in the improvement of agriculture. Drones or Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles (UAVs) are used for crop assessment, soil analysis, digitization of land 

records and related tasks. It has already been established that the information 
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gathered from such projects helps the farmers to make informed choice regarding 

the suitability of crops for a particular field.  

 Financial Support: It has been realized that the technology interventions are 

imagined but are not translated at the ground level due to lack of funding. 

Therefore, the government has allowed a 100% subsidy up to Rs 10 Lakh for the 

purchase of drones by Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), Krishi 

Vigyan Kendras (KVKs) and State Agricultural Universities.  

 Capacity Building: The government has also initiated the process of  revision of 

curriculum in state agricultural universities  to make the students pursuing higher 

studies stay abreast of the latest developments in the field. In the process, 

Agriculture Skill Council of India is helping in development of skills related to 

agriculture and allied sectors.  

 River Interlinking Project:  The government has allocated an amount of Rs 44,600 

Crore for the Ken-Betwa Link Project.  The project has various benefits like 

increase in the net irrigated area in the drought prone Bundelkhand region, supply 

of drinking water and hydro and solar energy generation.  

 Upcoming Projects: Further, draft Detailed Project Reports of Damanganga -Pinjal, 

Par-Tapi-Narmada, Godavari-Krishna, Krishna-Pennar and Pennar-Cauvery have 

been finalized and will be implemented after discussion with the beneficiary states.  

Initiatives for Rural Women 

 Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana: National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY -

NRLM): It is a centrally sponsored scheme launched in 2011 with an aim to provide 

livelihood opportunities to rural poor household.  The scheme organizes 10-15 poor 

households into Self Help Groups (SHGs). These SHGs are given collective loans 

and technical and marketing support to start their own businesses.  

 Outreach: The scheme has so far mobilized 8.09 Crore rural women by forming 

almost 74 Lakh SHGs. It aims to reach 9-10 Crore rural poor households by 2023-

24. 

 Institution Building: The scheme provides training to the members of SHGs and 

organized them into various levels to ensure coordination and adequate support. For 

e.g. SHGs in a village are organized into Village Organizations  (VOs). A group of 

10-15 VOs are further organized into Cluster Level Forums (CLFs). Currently, 

almost 4.28 Lakh VOs and 32,899 CLFs are functional under the mission.  

 Financial Support: The SHGs are provided collateral free credit through Bank -SHG 

Linkage. This funding is provided in the form of Revolving Fund (RF) and 

Community Investment Fund (CIF). The volume of Bank credit leveraged by SHGs 

amounts to almost Rs 4.6 Lakh Crore till Dec 2021. They are also eligible for 

interest subvention of 3% on timely repayment of the credit.  

 Increase in Credit Limit:  To their credit,  NPA ratio of SHG stands at a mere 

2.34%. In recognition of their stellar performance, the government of India 

has increased the allowed credit per SHG from Rs 10 Lakhs to Rs 20 Lakhs.  

 Financial Literacy: The mission also provides training in financial literacy to the 

members of SHGs to ensure the use of latest technologies and promotion of 

financial inclusion.  
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 Mahila Kisan Sashakitkaran Pariyojana (MKSP):  It is a sub-component of DAY-

NRLM, which was initiated to enhance the  participation of women farmers in both 

farm and non-farm activities. The scheme seeks to enhance farm productivity, 

provides managerial training, ensure food and nutrition security and encourage 

sustainability in agriculture. 

 Start-up Village Enrepreneurship Programme (SVEP):  SVEP is also a sub-

component of DAY-NRLM to promote start-up culture at the level of villages. It 

creates an ecosystem at the level of villages to provide business support services 

like hand-holding, seed fund, capacity building, mentorship, training and marketing 

support for small business in rural areas.  

 Aajeevika Grameen Express Yojana (AGEY):  It is a sub-scheme to provide safe and 

affordable transport to the people in rural areas. The transport ser vices are deployed 

by the SHGs. They have a twin benefit in providing livelihood opportunities to the 

SHG members, along with promoting connectivity to remote village areas.  

 Business Correspondent Sakhi (BC Sakhi):  In order to promote women 

empowerment and financial literacy among the rural poor women,  68,000 women 

have been identified to work as BC Sakhis. They will be trained and deployed as 

BC Sakhis to provide last-mile digital financial services, including credit, deposit, 

pension, scholarships and remittance services.  

Employment and Human Resources 

 Demographic Dividend: India is a young country with 62% of the population falling 

in the working age group and almost 1 Crore job aspirants being added every year. 

The average age of the country is hardly 28 years. This is called demographic 

surplus. If properly utilized, this can create a demographic dividend for India and 

help the country achieve its goal of becoming a $5 trillion economy by 2024.  

 Demographic Disaster: To satisfy the aspirations of youth, there is a need to 

create almost 9 Crore non-agricultural jobs in the next decade. If this is not done, 

energy of the youth will be diverted towards illicit activities, creating a 

demographic disaster for India.  

 Sunrise Sectors: It is an umbrella term used for sectors which are currently in their 

infancy, but have shown potential for rapid growth in the future. 

Advanced technology based sectors like AI, Machine Learning, Data Science, 

Robotics, 3D Printing, Block chain Technology, Quantum Computing  can be 

classified as sunrise sectors.  

 Employment Potential:  These sectors hold immense potential for generating 

employment in the country. At the same time, they require highly skilled 

professionals, who, in turn are highly sought after and are adequately compensat ed 

as per the industry standards. The only catch in these sectors is that they require 

frequently updating the skill-set. 

 National Skill Qualifications Framework (NSQF):  It is competency based 

framework with multiple levels which lets an individual acquire  the desired skills. 

The framework is useful in its dynamic linkage with the industry. It is kept updated 

as per industry demand, and fulfills the gap between the outdated curriculum being 

followed in higher education and skills required by the industry.  
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 Effect of COVID: COVID-induced Lockdown has led to a shift in pattern of work 

as the companies have started to prefer remote work and work from home, 

thereby saving energy and rental costs. The potential of remote work needs to be 

harnessed by the job seekers to find highly remunerative jobs globally, which do 

not require physical presence and are truly situated in the virtual world.  

 Digital India Initiative: In a scenario where there is a global availability of skills 

and the opportunity is democratized,  initiatives like Digital India Initiative are set 

to give rich dividends to the people of the country. Digital India Initiative was 

launched to digitally skill the workforce and empower the citizens by bridging the 

rural-urban divide. 

 Digital Ecosystem for Skilling and Livelihood (DESH-Stack e-portal): The portal 

seeks to provide online training to citizens with an aim to skill, reskill and 

upskill them. It will also facilitate job search and job matching as per the skill 

requirement, apart from facilitating online payments.  

 Other Digital Initiatives:  The government has taken various initiatives like  Udyam 

(a self-declaration portal for entrepreneurs), e -SHRAM (a centralized database of 

unorganized workers), ASEEM (a portal to connect skilled workforce with th e 

market demand) to facilitate ease of employment search and promote 

entrepreneurship in the country.  

 Future Requirement: It is imperative to understand that the foreseeable future holds 

immense potential for the individuals having right mix of skill sets along with the 

problem-solving skills and innovative bent of mind. An individual having  emotional 

intelligence, creativity, leadership skills and learning agility  would be able to 

advance faster than others in such an environment.  

 Personalized, self-directed Learning: The need of the hour is to do away with 

traditional educational systems focused on outdated curriculum and rote learning 

skills. Instead, the education system needs to  promote critical thinking, 

communication skills and collaborative skills  for in-depth acquisition and 

absorption of the relevant knowledge.  

Green Economy 

 Increase in Allocation: The budget allocation of the Ministry of Environment, 

Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) has been increased by 5.6% to Rs 3030 

Crore. Also, the Finance Minister classified green economy as a sunrise sector, 

signaling the intention of the Government to accord priority to the environment and 

conservation of wildlife.  

 Circular Economy: Circular economy refers to utilization of the obsolete 

components or the waste material as a raw material for the production of new 

goods, thereby minimizing wastage. The Government of India has encouraged 

promotion of circular economy by promoting reusing and recycling of materials.  

 Boost to Electric Vehicles:  The problem of Electric Mobility has centered around 

the anxiety associated with lack of charging infrastructure on the highways of the 

country. The government has announced initiatives to  strengthen the charging 

infrastructure by providing for a battery swapping policy for the electric vehicles. 

EVs are an important component of the Government of India’s plans for decreasing 

the carbon emissions.  
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 Ethanol Blending: The budget promotes ethanol blending by providing for an 

additional differential excise duty of Rs 2 per liter  on unblended fuel. The plan is to 

increase blending from 8% currently to 20% by the year 2025. However, the states 

have complained of uneven availability of ethanol for blending across the different 

regions of the country. 

 Stubble Burning: The budget also includes the provision to co-fire biomass pellets 

in the thermal power plants  to incentivize the farmers to avoid stubble burning in 

their fields. This will  decrease the carbon emissions by 38 MMT every year  and 

would be helpful in decreasing the air pollution in the northern states.  

 Other Steps: The government also announced initiatives to  promote coal 

gasification by establishing 4 pilot projects, apart from promoting agroforestry and 

private forestry across the country. Similarly, there has been a renew ed focus on 

strengthening the Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) to enhance energy 

efficiency and savings. 

 Areas of Improvement: There is a need to review and modify the National Clean Air 

Programme 2019 (see inset),  which has not led to any substant ial decrease in 

pollution levels in the targeted areas despite 3 years of launch. At the same time, 

the states need to ensure adequate expenditure for interventions in the area of air 

pollution. 

 Strengthening the Regulation Agencies:  There is a need to increase allocations for 

the regulating agencies, apart from providing them more powers, in order to 

strengthen the regulatory system governing pollution in the country. For e.g., the 

allocations to Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) have stagnated at Rs 100 

Crore for the last four years.  

 Loss of Forest Cover:  At the same time, the India Forest Survey Report 2021 shows 

that India has lost almost 1600 sq kms of natural forests.  Although the report says 

that this loss has been compensated by an increase in p lantations and the quality of 

cover in some protected areas and reserve forests, but this is a cause of concern 

given the difference between natural forests and plantations.  

Conclusion 

 Union budget has been criticized by the opposition benches as lacking i n 

imagination. At the same time, ruling dispensation has called it a balanced budget. 

Irrespective of both the views, the budget has  tried to cope up with the economic 

slowdown in the post-pandemic world with a slew of measures. There is a need to 

complement such measures with round the year, timely steps to aid the economic  

UPSC Previous Year Questions  recovery.  

Q.1. One of the intended objectives of Union Budget 2017 -18 is to ‘transform, energize 

and clean India’. Analyse the measures proposed in the Budget 2 017-18 to achieve the 

objective. (GS3 - 2017) 

Q.2. Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) is necessary for bringing unbanked to the 

institutional finance fold. Do you agree with this for financial inclusion of the poorer 

section of the Indian society? Give arguments to justify your opinion. (GS3 - 2016) 
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Q.3. COVID-19 pandemic has caused unprecedented devastation worldwide. However, 

technological advancements are being availed readily to win over the crisis. Give an 

account of how technology was sought to aid management to the pandemic. (GS3 - 2020) 

Q.4. What are the major factors responsible for making rice -wheat system a success? In 

spite of this success how has this system become bane in India? (GS3 - 2020) 

Q.5. What are the main constraints in transport and marketing of agri cultural produce in 

India? (GS3 - 2020) 

Q.6. How can the ‘Digital India’ programme help farmers to improve farm productivity 

and income? What steps has the Government taken in this regards? (GS3 - 2015) 

Q.7. Comment on the challenges for inclusive growth which include careless and useless 

manpower in the Indian context. Suggest measures to be taken for facing these challenges. 

(GS3 - 2016) 

Q.8. The nature of economic growth in India in described as jobless growth. Do you agree 

with this view? Give arguments in favour of your answer. (GS3 - 2015) 

Q.9. While we found India’s demographic dividend, we ignore the dropping rates of 

employability. What are we missing while doing so? Where will the jobs that India 

desperately needs come from? Explain. (GS3 - 2014) 

Q.10. Women empowerment in India needs gender budgeting. What are the requirements 

and status of gender budgeting in the Indian context? (GS3 - 2016) 

Q.11. What are the continued challenges for women in India against time and space? (GS3 

- 2019) 

Q.12. Discuss the various economic and socio-cultural forces that are driving increasing 

feminization of agriculture in India. (GS3 - 2014) 

Q.13. What are the key features of the National Clean Air Programme (NCAP) initiated by 

the Government of India? (GS3 - 2020) 

Mains Practice Questions 

Q.1. What are Virtual Digital Assets? Do you think the continued ambiguity regarding 

cryptocurrencies in India is causing a concern among investors keen to invest in digital 

assets in the country?  

Q.2. What are the demands of farmers in the country? Discuss, in light of the repeal of 

agricultural bills by the government of India due to farmers’ protests.  

Q.3. Enumerate the salient features of Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana – National Rural 

Livelihoods Mission. Discuss the impact of the creation of Self Help Groups in the rural 

areas. 

Q.4. Discuss the steps taken in the Union Budget to address the issues pertaining to 

employment generation in the country.  
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Q.5. ‘India’s nationally determined contributions (NDCs) as enumerated in the Paris 

Climate Deal is only the culmination of a long history of its spiritua l oneness with the 

environment and forest.’ Critically analyze.  
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